CH Stretch Activation of CH3CHOO: Deep Tunneling to Hydroxyl Radical Products.
Alkene ozonolysis, an important source of hydroxyl (OH) radicals in the Earth's troposphere, proceeds through unimolecular decay of Criegee intermediates. In this work, infrared activation of the methyl-substituted Criegee intermediate, syn-CH3CHOO, in the CH stretch fundamental region (2850-3150 cm-1) is shown to result in unimolecular decay to OH radical products. These excitation energies correspond to only half of the transition state barrier height, and thus the resultant 1,4 H atom transfer that leads to OH products occurs exclusively by quantum mechanical tunneling. Infrared action spectra recorded with UV laser-induced fluorescence detection of the OH products reveal the four CH stretch fundamentals and CO stretch overtone predicted to have strong transition strength. The vibrational band origins, relative intensities, and transition types derived from rotational band contour analyses are in good accord with theory. Distinctly different Lorentzian line broadening of the observed features is attributed to mode-specific anharmonic couplings predicted theoretically between spectroscopically bright and nearby dark states. The measured OH product state distribution shows a strong λ-doublet preference arising from pπ orbital alignment, which is indicative of the vinyl hydroperoxide intermediate along the reaction pathway. The unimolecular decay of syn-CH3CHOO at ca. 3000 cm-1 is predicted to be quite slow (ca. 105 s-1) using statistical Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus theory with tunneling and much slower than observed at higher energies.